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He graduated in 1551, became professor of medicine and botany in 1555, and in 1592 he was appointed physician to Pope Clement VIII (1599) (1600) (1601) (1602) (1603) (1604) (1605) and performed the necropsy of S. Filippo Neri (d. 1595) . Cesalpino was a copious writer on numerous subjects: a thorough Aristotelian, he became renowned as a philosopher, naturalist (imore particularly botanist), physician and demonologist. At one time his religious views were questioned, because he propounded the existence of a soul in the universe but Cesalpino was a clever dialectician and satisfied the Inquisition. His principal aehievement is that of having arranged some 1,500 plants into groups according to their appearance, nature, and organs of fructification, rather than on the basis of their miiedical or other uses, as previously. Cesalpino's De plantis (Flor., 1583) is not illustrated, as distinct from the German Herbals; his method of classification was follow!ed by the anatomist Caspar Bauhin of Basel (1550-1624)1 and the physician Robert Morison (1630-83) a correspondent of Harvey.
In 165.5 and therefore during Harvey's lifetime, the " Florentine iEsculapius," Giovanni Nardi (d. 1655) had asserted in his Noctes geniales that Cesalpino had previously \described the circulation of the blood. Nardi was a friend and correspondent of Harvey, but there is no reference to the matter in the existing letters to Nardi; perhaps this question wi,as not discussed. Since then it has been often stated in print that Cesalpino had discovered the circulation before Harvey, though Nardi's earlv criticisms have been overlooked by the authors I have been able to examine, e.g. De Renzi (1848), Ceradini (1876 , 1906 ), Luciani (1926 ), Castiglioni (1936 , and also Garrison (1929) .
A statue was erected in 1877 to Cesalpino in Rome, with an inscription setting forth that he had discovered the circulation of the blood. Then the Enciclopedia Italiana (1931) records of him Dimostro V'esistenza della circolazione pulmonare affermnando etc. This ignores that the pulmonal passage had been amply demonstrated by Realdo Colombo, probably already in his lectures in 1545, certainly in his anatomical treatise De re anatomnica (Rome, 1559) .
The present position of this controversy is that Cesalpino's writings contain many references to the movement of the blood and the action of the heart; but since these are not presented in a consequent manner, it has been easy to tear sentences from their context, and to suggest that Cesalpino was referring to the circulation as we know it. Nevertheless, a further examination of the text reveals that Cesalpino supported Aristotle's doctrine of the primacy of the heart and at the same time did not oppose Galen's opinion regarding the straining of the blood across the perforate interventricular septum of the heart; moreover, though Cesalpino did employ the word circulatio, it seemed to have a different meaning to that it obtains nowadays in relation to the blood. These two important facts, that Colombo lectured on anatomy at Pisa in 1545, during Cesalpino's student days and that the word " circulation " in the latter's writirngs seemed to have a peculiar meaning, have been overlooked by authors, among whom Flourens (1854) Even if one must agree with Flourens' conviction that great merit is always transparently honest, if Cesalpino did not mention Colombo it was because he chose to ignore his existence. Harvey did not make any reference either to Cambridge or his teachers there ; in this case le vrai me'rite preferred to be silent. It can be recalled that Ceradini (1876) Here, therefore, attention can be restricted to the important passage in the Canonici MSS. which reveals how Cesalpino understood the movement of the blood and the action of the heart. This (p. 276) can be translated as follows:
By inspiration and expiration of air, the blood of the seething heart is cooled duying its passage through the lhngs from the right ventricle by zvay' of the artery into the left bk way of the vein. In o; gans, as in distillation of alcohol, byl contact aith cold a certain circulation occurys.
This explains several allusions in the writings of Cesalpino, for example one occurring in KaTo7TpoV (Francof., 1605: first edition Rome, 1601.) where he writes (Lib. VI, Ch. XIX, p. 473):-1 vt continuas quidani inotusfieret ex venis in cor, & ex coYde in arteyias. Si qlois ailtteii conitiniget et n,iotus contrarius, vt in anilmi pertuiobationibuis niembranatum positio obsisteret, ad tittelami cablo;is." Thus Cesalpino understood the pulmonary circulation to be of the nature of a distillation by heat and explained the action of the valves of the heart as conserving the heat either of the blood or the heart, it is not quite clear which. He did not recognize the presence of valves in the veins, which had been already describe(d by Fabrizio da Acquapendente in his lectures of 1.574 and in print in 1603.
Since Walter Warren propounded similar views, we must consider whether the same interpretation could have been present in other minds about the same time.
In the medical lexicon of Bartolomeo Castelli of Messina (d. 1607) , first issued at Venice in 1607 and re-edited by Pancratius Bruno (1629-1709) at Nuremberg in 1682 and at subsequent dates, under the heading Circidtatio we read Circularis inotus, Gr. dici posset replMo3s, -7rigipJs1)' fortassis etiamii ic ,cAw(os, 71 7rcJptiKvCK\WAT frequentis usfis est in AledicinA. Accipitur vero (1) IPhysice."
This physical circulation is instanced by the circulation of the blood as follow-s " Ctjus circults primus inrentor & aatiar praocipuus Gitilielrmns HarewS ; and it added " (2) Accipitur chymice vel Spagyrice." The chemical or spagirical eireculation is describud enling with: "Aqua circulatao mnminil Paruopi. 1. 2. do isr. inm,nbr. c. 7. Aquae vit(o circilatat tr. 2. de mombr. contract. c. 3." A little further on, the wNord Circulatoriamn is explained to mean a vess-l in which a liquid ascending and descending " (quasi in circulo rotatur ".
It can be said that these definitions not only explain Cesalpino's allusions, blut those encountered in several authors, who stated that Paracelsus, among others, had described the circulation. A reference by Sir George Ent (1604-89) Aubrey is generally admitted to be an unreliable witness, but similar remarks were made by Anthony a Wood (1632-1695) who wrote in Athenae Oxonienses (London, 1691-2 Col. 391):
He (I mean Warner) also did make it appear (n) in a MS of his composition that the blood in a body did circulate, which he communicating to the immortal Harvev he took his first hint thence concerning that matter which he afterwards published as the first inventor.
(in) so used to say Dr. G. Mlorle1 3sometimes B. of Winton and Dr. Joh. Pell.4 Thus presented, the evidence seems to weigh heavily against Harvey. Rolleston (1873) mentioned that in the Bodcleian there was an anonymous biographical miscellany, the Rawlinson Collection (B. 158) which on pp. 152-3 related that Henry, Earl of Northumberland5, being imprisoned in the Tower, had some learned persons to converse with, who were dubbed his " Three Magi ". I have examined these interesting MSS. and found the following § on page 152-3: " Another was Mr. Warrener the Inventor probably of the circulation of the blood,-of which Subject he made a treatise, consisting of two books which he sent to Dr. Harvey, wvho Epitomized and printed them [p. 153] Proceedings of the Royal Society -of Medicine the treatise in two volumes to which reference has been made. Rolleston then gave excerpts from these writings in the Oration of 1873 and mentioned that Mr. E. M. Thompson of the British Museum considered that paper and writing dated the script about the year 1610. I should feel inclined to date it later, particularly as no paper in the same volume is earlier than 1635, though this is not definite evidence; but the style of writing seems to indicate a later date.
The text consists of a spun out discourse in which the formation of the world or macrocosmos is discussed. Then the problem of the circulation is approached and the movement of the blood, action of the heart and the resemblance to distillation considered; the capillaries are mentioned as funicular canallets of the sanguiducts. There follows a long disquisition on the " circulatory or reciprocatory motion of the blood"; but the two words are not interchangeable, for they mean different movements: one in a circle, the other one to and fro; the latter describing the ancient or Galenical doctrine of the movement of the two separate types of blood.
Notwithstanding the long and tedious treatment of the subject the meaning is quite clear: " the blood circulates by the pulsifick innate heat of the heart ", the valves helping to stop a movement in the contrary direction. It was, however, recognized that this "hydraulick " motion had to be subjected to the structure of the " hart ", which was muscular and acted like a muscle. It is remarkable that it had been noted that the excised heart continued to beat for a good time out of the body.
A full quotation will give an impression of the peculiar language with which these ideas are clothed; e.g. pp. 132-3: p. 132.-For the determining thereof there are but these two generall cases possible or imaginable that is the principia passium must necessarily be subiected ether in the bloud itself or in the organs continent namely the hart or the vessels annexed and continued thereto. If the principiu passivin be in the bloud it can not be conceded to be any other thing then that property of rarefactibility by heat and recondensability by cold oy Yefrigeration before mentioned. [page 1331 thereof and in the vaines and arteries to retaine the state of condensation. Wch way hath been more particularly examined in the former discussions. (London, 1685, p. 71 ) stated that the circulation of the blood had been known to the Chinese for 4,000 years; that it had been recorded in writing by Cesalpino, and then by Sarpi, who convinced a certain Englishman, Anglo quidem, who wrote it down in two books, which he later suppressed, for they met with no approval; but that some years afterwards, Harvey treated the same argument with more success.
The merits of Cesalpino as a naturalist have been admitted, and it has be3n shown that he could notI have described the circulation of the blood, as we understand it, for he had only added the conception of a chemical circulation caused by heat, to the demonstrations of the lung passage by Colombo. The case of Paolo Sarpi (1552-1623) a broadminded monk and theologian, a correspondent of William Gilbert and Francis Bacon, has often been considered. In none of his many writings is there any definite mention of either the valves in the veins or a circulatory movement of the blood. If Voss had Walter Warner in mind as the Anglo quidem, then nothing could be easier than to tear single sentences from their context and to prove that Warner had a clear conception of the circulation of the blood; but the fuller excerpts I have been able to reproduce show that his notions were not only foggy, but referred to a chemical circulation, not the circulation as it occurs in the blood system of man and warm-blooded animals.
THE Prelectiones OF WVILLIAM HARVEY These notes in Harvey's handwriting are those on which he based his Lumleian lectures from 1616 onwards. They are at present bound in a small volume and were originally in the Library of the physician Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1752)-the foremost " toyman " of his time-and then transferred in 1754 to what later became the British Museum.
In 1873 when George Rolleston tried to trace them, they had been mislaid; but were later discovered among the printed books by Sir Edward Henry Sieveking who described them in the Oration of 1877. These notes reveal Harvev's mind with a transparency not obtainable from his printed works.
The Prelectiones contain f. 80 VERSO the often republished stateme11t which has been deciphered as follows:-WH c/stat p fabrica cordis sang. per pulmones in Aorta perpetuo transferri. as by 2 clacks of a water bellow to rays water is c/stat p ligatura transitu sang: 
